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Abstract 

We study expansions of (representable) cylindric algebras ( ) ωCAR  that are 

reducts of polyadic equality algebras. The question we adress is: Can we add 
finitely many substitutions, so that in the expanded language of ,ωCA  there is a 

finite set of quantifier free formulas that force representability of the cylindric 
reduct of algebras satisfying them. A refinement of a known positive solution 
(with a new proof) is presented. On the other hand, we show that if we expand 
the language of ωCA  by finitely many substitutions corresponding to bijections 

then, in the expanded language, no quantifier free set of formulas containing only 
finitely many variables axiomatize .ωRCA  

1. Results 

Let U be a set. Then ( )UωB  is the Boolean set algebra with unit .Uω  

Let ,,,: ω<ω→ω jiτ  and .UX ω⊆  Then 

{ },: XosUsXU ∈∈= ω ττs  
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{ ( ) ( ) },allforand: ijjsjtXsUtXU
i ≠=∈∃∈= ωc  

and 

{ }.: ji
U
ij ssUs =∈= ωd  

Superscripts are omitted if no confusion is likely to ensue. SP stands for 
the operation of forming subdirect products. It is known [4] that the 
variety 

{ ( ) }setais:,, , UU ji
U
ij

U
i ω<

ω
ω = dcBSPRCA  

of ω  dimensional representable cylindric algebras is not axiomatizable by 
any set ∑  of quantifier free formulas containing only finitely many free 
variables.  

Consider the following problem: Is there a finite set T of 
transformations on ω  such that 

{ ( ) }setais:,,, UU U
ij

U
i TSPK ∈

ω= ττsdcB  

satisfies the following: There is a finite (schema) ∑  of quantifier free 
formulas axiomatizing the variety generated by K such that any equation 
valid in ωRCA  follows from .∑  ( This corresponds to a weak form of 
completeness for the logic corresponding to ).ωRCA  The problem is an 
instance of what is referred to in the literature as the finitization problem 
(cf. [1], [3], [9-12]). 

The problem (as presented herein) admits a positive solution, if we 
take { }predsuc ss ,=T , where ( ) 1+= iisuc  and ( ) 00 =pred  and ( )ipred  

1−= i  for .0>i  (The result, due to Sain [12] building on work of Craig, 
is mentioned frequently in the literature, but it seems that no complete 
published proof exists.) In fact, it is claimed in [12], that there is a finite 
schema of equations ∑  in the expanded language such that if ,∑=A  
then A  is the quotient of a representable algebra. In particular, if 

,∑=A  then its cylindric reduct would be a representable algebra. Here, 
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we give a new (complete) proof of the latter weaker fact, showing in 
addition that representations preserve Kcov<  many infinite meets and 
joins (in a sense to be made precise). The result of Sain, stated in [12] in 
its full generality, remains unsettled! 

Kcov  is a coefficient from combinatorics of the real line. In fact, it is 
the least cardinal λ  such that the real line (or for that matter any Polish 
space without isolated points) can be covered by λ  many nowhere dense 
sets. It is easy to see that (from the Baire category theorem) <w  

KK cov.2cov 0≤  is extensively studied in the literature, see, e.g., [8] 
and [7]. Martin’s axiom, and for that matter, the continuum hypothesis 

imply that ,2cov 0=K  but it is consistent that KK cov.2cov 01
<ω=  

02<  is true in the random real model and is mentioned on p.170 of [6]. 
It also holds in models constructed by forcings which do not add Cohen 
reals. 

ωGs  stands for the class of generalized cylindric set algebras. ωWs  

stands for the class of weak set algebras. ωω = RCAIGs  and 

ωω = RCASPWs  (cf. [5], Definition1.3.1). CARd  denotes cylindric reduct. 
Xinf  denotes infimum of X. We now have: 

Theorem 1. There exists a finite schema of equations ∑  in the 
language { }ω<−⋅+ jipredsuciji ,:,,,,,, ssdc  with only one variable such 

that if ,∑=A  then .ω∈ RCACAARd  In fact, for any non-zero ,Aa ∈  

there exists a homomorphism f from ARdCA  to a ωWs  such that 

( ) .0≠af  If in addition A  is countable, κ  is a cardinal ,covK<  and 

κ∈iXi :  is a family of subsets of A  such that 0inf =iX  for all 

,κ<i  then the representation f can be chosen to satisfy ( ) 0=iXf∩  for 

all κ<i . 

Note that suc is not onto while pred is not one to one. We show that 
the problem is not solvable, if T is finite and contains only bijections. 
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Theorem 2. Let T be a finite semigroup of bijective transformations 
on .ω  Let 

( ) }.setais:,,: ,, UU ji
UU

ij
U
i ω<∈

ω= TSPK ττsdcB  

Let ∑  be any set of quantifier free formulas valid in K and containing 
only finitely many variables. Then ∑  does not axiomatize the set of 
equations valid in ,ωRCA  i.e., there is an equation valid in ωRCA  that 

does not follow from .∑  

For the proof of Theorem 1, we use a neat embedding theorem, while 
the proof of Theorem 2 uses the so called splitting methods of Andreka. 

2. Proofs 

2.1. Proof of Theorem 1 

Let T denote the semigroup of ωω  generated by {[ ] ,, predjiG =  

} [ ]jisuc .  denotes the replacement that sends i to j and fixes the other 

elements. Let [ ]ji,  denote the transposition that interchanges i and j. 

Note that, for any [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] suciijjpredjiji o0oo0o,,, =ω<  belongs 

to T. Let ∗G  denotes the set of all finite words on G, i.e., .GG n
n ω∈

∗ = ∪  

For ,,, wuGwu ∩∗∈  or simply uw, denotes the concatenation of u and w. 

Recall that ∗G  is the free semigroup generated by G. We let T→∗G:  
denote the unique anti-homomorphism extending the identity inclusion 

.: T→GId  For ,,, jiji ≠ω<  let 

[ ] ( ).ijiji xx dcs ⋅=  

Let .∗∈ Gw  Suppose that 10 ,, −= nwww … , with .Gwi ∈  Then 
( )xws  denotes the unary term ( ( ( )) ) Gww xn ∑

−
.01 …… ss  denotes the 

following set of equations in one variable: 

{ ( ) ( ) }.and,::  wuGwuxx wuG =∈==∑ ∗ss  
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G will always denote the set {[ ] }sucpredji ,,  and T will denote the 
semigroup generated by G. T is an instance of a (strongly) rich semigroup 
([2]), [12]. 

Definition. (i) By a G polyadic algebra, we understand an algebra of 
the form: 

T∈∈−⋅+= ττ ,,,1,0,,,, wiiA scA , 

where ( )ω∈iic  and ( )T∈ττs  are unary operations on A such that 
postulates ( )101 P-P  below hold for T∈σ,τ  and all .,, ω∈kji  

( ) 1,0,,,,P1 −⋅+A  is a Boolean algebra, henceforth denoted by 
.ABl  

( ) ( ) ( ) xxxyxyxxxx jiiiiiiiiii ccccccccccc ,,,P2 −=−+=+=≤

.xijcc=  

In other words, ic  is an additive closure operator, and ji cc ,  commute. 

( ) τs3P  is a Boolean endomorphism. 

( ) .P4 G∑  In particular, xx σσ = τοτ sss  and .xxId =s  

( ) [ ] .P5 xx ijii cscs ττ =  

[ ]jiτ  is the transformation that agrees with τ  on { }i\α  and 
[ ] ( ) .jiji =τ  

( ) ( ) { }.if,P6 ijxx ji == −1
ττ τsccs   

( ) [ ] [ ] .P7 xx jijii ssc =  

( ) [ ] .P8 xx iiji ccs =  

( ) [ ] [ ] { }.,whenever,P9 jikxx jikkji ∉= sccs  

( ) [ ] [ ] .P10 xx jijiji scsc =  

(ii) By a G polyadic equality algebra, we understand an algebra of the 
form: 
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,,,,1,0,,,, ,, T∈ω∈−⋅+= ττ jiijiA dscA  

such that Aij ∈d  for all ω∈ji,  and T∈ω∈−⋅+ ττ ,,,1,0,,,, iiA sc  is a 

G algebra such that the following hold for all ω∈lk,  and all :T∈τ  

( ) .1P11 =kkd  

( ) ( ) ( ) .P ,12 lkkl τττ dds =  

( ) [ ] .P13 xx lkkl sd ≤⋅  

Let ∑  denote the set of axioms ( ).P-P 131  If A  is a G polyadic 

equality algebra, then it is not hard to check that .ω∈ CACAARd  

Remark. ∑  can be considerably simplified. Let Ax denote the 
following set of axiom schemas: 

(1) The set of axioms characterizing cylindric algebras of dimension ω  
with equations. 

(2) The axioms stating that sucs  and preds  are Boolean 

homomorphisms. 

(3) The axioms describing the relation of sucs  and preds  to the other 

cylindric operations: 

,xxsucpred =ss  

( ),010 xxpredsuc ⋅= dcss  

  ,1 xx suciisuc sccs +=  

.1,1 ++= jiijsuc dds  

It is not trivial to show that [11] Ax and ( )131 P-P=∑  are equivalent (in 

the obvious sense). 
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We now prove that if ,∑=A  then ARdCA  is representable. We can 
assume that A  is countable. If not, then one takes an elementary 
equivalent countable subalgebra, proves its representability, and the 
representability of the original algebra follows from the fact that ωRCA  
is a variety. XId  denotes the identity function on X. We follow almost 
verbatim [2]. However, we give the main steps in the proof referring to [2] 
for details. Besides, we have to check that adding diagonals do not cause 
any trouble. Let .ω≤n  Then nn +ω=α  and .\ ωα= nnM  Note that 
when ,ω∈n  then { }.1,, −+ωω= nMn …  Let .T∈τ  Then 

.nMn Id∪ττ =  nT  denotes the subsemigroup of o,nn αα  generated by 

{ } {[ ] [ ]}.,,: , jijinjin α∈∈ ∪∪Tττ  For ,ω∈n  we let ω→αρ nn :  be 

the bijection defined by n
n suc=ωρ   and ( ) iin =+ωρ  for all .ni <  

From now on, unless otherwise specified, n is a fixed finite ordinal, ,nα  

nnnM ρ,, T  are as indicated above, and A  is an arbitrary countable G 
algebra. Now, let nA  be the algebra defined as follows: 

nn
nnn

vjiijvin A T∈α∈−⋅+= ,,,,,1,0,,,, AAAA dsc , 

where for each nji α∈,  and ,nv T∈  

( ) ( ) ( ).and,:,: ,
AAAAAA

jiijvvii nn
nn

n
n

ρρ′ρ === ddsscc  

Let nARdω  be the following reduct of nA  obtained by restricting the type 
of nA  to the first ω  dimensions: 

.,,,1,0,,,, ,, T∈ω∈ω −⋅+= ττ jiijinn nn
n

nA AAAARd dsc  

For ,Ax ∈  let ( ) ( ).xxe nsucn
As=  Then .: nne AA →  

Claim 1. ne  is an isomorphism from A  into .nARdω  

Proof [2]. We only check diagonals. ne  preserves diagonal elements. 
Let ., ω<ji  Then by ( )12P  
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( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .,,

n
nnnnn ijjijsucisucijsucijne AAAAA ddddsd ==== ρρ  

   ■ 

Claim 2. ( ) ( ( )) .allfor AYYeYe nwn n ⊆= AA SgNrSg  

Proof [2].                                                                                            

For the sake of brevity, let .ω+ω=α=α ω  Recall that ωT  is the 
semigroup generated by the set 

{ ) {[ ] [ ]}.,,: , jijiji α∈ω ∈ ∪Tττ  ■ 

For ,ω∈σ T  and ,ω∈n  let [ ] .nn +ωσ=σ   For each ,ω∈n  let 

ω

+++

∈σα∈σ
+ −+= T,,,,,1,0,,, jiijin nnnA AAAA dsc  

be an expansion of nA  such that ( );: nn BlBlBl AAA ==+  and for each 

ω∈σ T  and [ ]
n
n

nji AA
σσ =α∈

+
ss :,,  iff [ ] nn

iinn
AA cc =∈σ

+
:,T  iff ,ni +ω<  

and .,iff: njinn
ijij +ω<=

+ AA dd  

Fix F to be any non-principal ultrafilter on .ω  Now forming the 

ultraproduct of the +
nA ’s relative to F, let 

.Fnn
+

ω∈
+ = AA P  

Next, we neatly embed A  into .+A  Towards this end, for ,A∈x  we let 

( ) ( ) .: Fnxexe n ω∈=  

Then of course .: +→ AAe  Now, we let +
ωARd  be the following reduct 

of ,+A  obtained by restricting its similarity type to the first ω  
dimensions: 

.,,,1,0,,,, ,, T∈ω<
++

ω
++

ω

+
−⋅+= ττ jiijiA AAAARd dsc  
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Recall that for ., \ ωωαω ∈=∈ TT Id∪τττ  In particular, 
+

ω

A
τs  is 

meaningful. Now that +
ωARd  has the same similarity type as ,A  we can 

compare the two algebras. And indeed, we have: 

Claim 3. e is an isomorphism from A  into .+ωARd  

Proof [2]. We also check diagonals: 

( ) ( ) Fnee ijnij ω∈== :AA dd  

( ) ( ) Fnd ji nn
ω∈= ρρ :,

A  

Fnn
ij ω∈= :Ad  

Fnn
ij ω∈=
+

:Ad  

.
+

= A
ijd  

We embed A  into { ≤ω=∈= ++
ω ,allfor,: iaaa icAANr }ω+ω<i  

via e, we have [2].                                                                                          ■ 

Claim 4. ( ) ( ) .allfor AYYeYe ⊆=
+

ω
AA SgNrSg  

From now on, we assume that A  is a subalgebra of ,+ωARd  i.e., we 

identify A  with ( ),Ae  regarding +
ω→ ARdA:e  as the inclusion map. 

In particular, we have +
ω⊆ ANrA  and for all ,AY ⊆  we have ( )∗  

.YYY
++

ω
ω== AANrA SgNrSgSg  

In particular, .+ω= ANrA  Let us take the cylindric reduct of both sides. 

Then 

.+ω
+

ω == ARdNrANrRdARd CACACA  
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Then ω∈ CACAARd  and .ω+ω+ ∈ CACAARd  By the neat embedding 
theorem for cylindric algebras [5] 3.2.10, we infer that ARdCA  is  
representable. But we want more. Let κ<iXi :  be a family of subsets 
of A  such that ,0inf =iX  and let Aa ∈  be non-zero. We want to find a 
(cylindric) representation f that preserves these meets and has ( ) .0≠af  
Slightly abusing notation, we write A  for A.RdCA  Let .ω+ω=α  Let 

αDc  be the class of dimension complemented cylindric algebras of 
dimension .α  For such algebras, x∆α ~  is infinite for every x. We can 
now assume that α∈ DcB  and .BNrA ω=  (If not, then one takes the 
subalgebra of B  generated by A.) Indeed, we can also assume that A 
generates B  so that B  is also countable. We now force with A.  We freely 

use properties of cylindric algebras in [5]. Accordingly, we write j
is  for 

[ ].ijs  We have by [5, 1.11.6] that 

(1) ( ) ( ) ( ).
~

xxBxj j
i

xi
j sc ∑

∆α∈

=∈∀α<∀   

Now, let V be the weak space ( ),Idαα  where Id is the identity function on 
,α  i.e., 

( ) { { } }.:: ω<≠α∈α∈=α= αα isisV i
Id  

For each ,V∈τ  for each ,κ∈i  let 

{ }.:, ii XxxX ∈= B
ττ s  

Here τs  is the unary operation as defined in [5, 1.11.9]. Since BNrA ω=  

and ,0inf =iX
A

 we have 0inf =iX
B

 for all .κ<i  (Here, we use that 
A  is a neat reduct and not just a subreduct.) For each ττ s,V∈  is a 
complete Boolean endomorphism on B  by [5, 1.11.12(iii)]. It thus follows 
that 

(2) ( ) ( ) .0, =∈∀∈∀ ∏ ττ iXiV
B

κ   
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Let S denote the Stone space of the Boolean part of .B  For ,Ba ∈  let 

aN  be the closen set of S consisting of all ultrafilters of the Boolean part 
of B  containing a. Then from (1) and (2), it follows that for ,B∈x  

,, κ<β< ij  and ,V∈τ  the sets 

x
Xx

ix
xi

xcxj NNN
i

j
ij ττ ss ∩∪

∈∆∈/

== ,, and~ HG  

are closed nowhere dense sets in S. Indeed, the set xj,G  is closed since it 

is the difference of a closed and an open set. Now, suppose seeking a 
contradiction, that xj,G  is not nowhere dense. Then, it necessarily 

contains an open set dN  say, for some non-zero element d. Since ⊆dN  

,xjNc  we have ,xd jc≤  thus, .xdx jj cc <−  On the other hand, 

xxd j
ij NNN
sc ~⊆ , 

i.e., 

,~ dxdxx jjj
i

NNNN −=⊆ ccs
 

hence 

.dxx jj
i

NN −≤ cs
 

It thus follows that 

,dxx j
j
i −≤ cs  

for every j, which is a contradiction. Similarly, it can be proved that each 
τ,iH  is closed and nowhere dense. Let 

.and ,,
j

τ
τ

i
Vi

xj
Bx

HHGG ∪∪∪∪
∈∈∈β∈

==
κ

 

We use the following theorem from descriptive set theory. Let .covK<κ  
Let Y be a compact Hausdorff space and { }κ∈iYi :  be a family of 
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nowhere dense sets in X. Then ii YY κ∈∪~  is dense in Y. Thus, 

GH ∪~SX =  is dense in S. Then accordingly, let F be an ultrafilter in 
.XNa ∩  By the very choice of F, it follows that Fa ∈  and we have the 

following: 

(3) For β<j  and ,Bx ∈  if ,Fxj ∈c  then there exists xj ∆∈/  such 

that .Fxi
j ∈s   

(4) For each κ<i  and ,V∈τ  there exists iXx ∈  such that 
.Fxs ∈/τ   

Next, we form the canonical representation corresponding to F in 
which satisfaction coincides with genericity. To handle equality, we define 

{( ) }.:, 2 FjiE ij ∈α∈= d  

E is an equivalence relation on .α  E is reflexive because 1=iid  and 

symmetric because Ejiij .dd =  is transitive because F is a filter and for 

all ,,, α<ulk  with { },, ukl ∈/  we have 

( ) .uklulkllulk dddcdd =⋅≤⋅  

Let EM α=  and for ,ω∈i  let ( ) .Eiiq =  Let W be the weak space 
( ).qMω  For ,Wh ∈  we write ,τ=h  if ( )Idα∈ ωτ  is such that ( ) =Eiτ  

( )ih  for all τ.ω∈i  of course may not be unique. For ( ),Idα∈ ωτ  let 

( ).~ ωα=+ Id∪ττ  That is +τ  agrees with τ  on ω  and is the identity 
on .~ ωα  Define f from A  to the full weak set algebra with unit W as 
follows: 

( ) { } A.B ∈∈∈= xFxWxf for,: +τ
τ s  

We will show that f is a homomorphism such that ( ) 0≠af  and ( )iXf∩  

0/=  for all .κ∈i  First thing to do is to make sure that the map f is well 
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defined. For this, it clearly suffices to show that for ( )Idα∈σ ωτ,  and 

,Ax ∈  if ( ) ( )iEi τσ  for all ,ω<i  then 

.iff FxFx ∈∈ +σ+ ssτ  

This can be proved by induction on the cardinality of the (finite) set 

{ ( ) ( )}.: iiiJ τ≠σω∈=  

If J is empty, the result is obvious. Otherwise, assume that .Jk ∈  Before 

proceeding, we introduce a piece of notation. Let .IdV α=α  For ,V∈η  

let ( )lkη  stand for the η′  that is the same as η  except that ( ) .lk =η′  

Now take any 

{ ( ) { } ( ) { } { }} .\: 11 x∆η=η=ησα∈η∈λ −+−+ τ  

Recall that { }xxix i ≠α∈=∆ c:  and that x∆α ~  is infinite. We have 

by [5, 1.11.11(i), (iv)] and [5, 1.11.12 (v)] that (a) 

( ) .xx kk λ+σ
λ
σ+σ = sss  

Also by [5, 1.11.11(i), (iii), (iv)] and [5, 1.11.12(v), (vii)], we have (b) 

( ) ,,, xx kkkk +σσ+σσλ
λ =⋅ sdsds ττ  

and (c) 

( ( ) )xkkk λ+σσλ
λ ⋅ sds ,τ ( ) ., xkkkk ττ +σσ ⋅= sd  

By [5, 1.5.5], we have (d) 

( ) ( )xx kkkkk λ+σσλλ+σ
λ
σσλ ⋅=⋅ sdssd ,, . 

Then by (b), (a), (d), and (c), we get, 

   ( )xx kkkk
+
σσλ

λ+
σσ ⋅=⋅ sdssd ,, ττ  

( ( ) )xkkkk λ+σ
+
σσλ

λ ⋅= ssds ,τ  
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( ( ) )xkkk λ+σσλ
λ ⋅= sds ,τ  

( ) ., xkkkk ττ +σσ ⋅= sd  

By F is a filter and ,kEk στ  we conclude that 

( ) .iff FxFx kk ∈∈ +σ+σ τss  

The conclusion follows from the induction hypothesis. We have proved 
that f is well defined. We now check that f is a homomorphism, i.e., it 

preserves the operations. Let σ  be a fixed element of ( ).Idαω  Then since 

F is maximal, we have by [5, 1.11.11(iii)] 

( ) ( ) ,iffiff FyxFyxyxf ∈+∈++∈σ +σ+σ+σ sss  

iff 

( ) ( ).iffor yfxfFyx ∪∈σ∈+σ+σ ss  

We have proved that f preserves the Boolean join. We now check 
complementation. 

( ) ( ) ( ).iffiffiffiff xfFxFFxxf x ∈/σ∈/∈−∈−−∈σ +σ+σ+σ sss  

And diagonal elements. Let ,, ω<lk  then we have by [5, 1.11.12(vii)] 

iffiffiffiff , lEkFFf lklklk σσ∈∈∈σ σσ+σ ddsd  

( ) ( ) .iffiff lkdlkElEk ∈σσ=σσ=σ  

Now cylindrifications. 

Let .ω<k  Let ( ).xfkc∈σ  Then for some α<λ  

( ) ( ),xfEk ∈λσ  

hence 

( ) .Fxk ∈λ+σs  
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It follows from [5, 1.11.11(iii)] and the inclusion xx kc≤  that 

( ) .Fxkk ∈λ+σ cs  

By [5, 1.11.12(iv)], we have .Fxk ∈+σ cs  Thus .xffx kk cc ⊆  

Now, we prove the other inclusion. Let .xf kc∈σ  Then 

.Fxk ∈+σ cs  

Let 

{ { } { }} .\: 1 x∆η=ησα∈η∈λ −  

Let 

{ } ( ) ( ){ }.,,,,\ kkk λλλασ= ∪τ  

Then by [5, 1.11.12 (vi), (v)], we have 

.Fxxx kk ∈== σλ cscssc ττ  

By (3), there is some ( )xu τs∆∈/  such that 

.Fxu ∈λ
τss  

Thus by [5, 1.11.11(i), (iv)] and [5, 1.11.12(v)], we get 

( ) .Fxuk ∈+σs  

Hence 

( ) ( ).xfuk ∈σ  

Thus .fxkc∈σ  Recall that W is the weak space ( ),qMω  where 

EM α=  and ( ) ,Eiiq =  for every .ω∈i  Now ( ) 0≠af  because =a  

.FaId ∈s  Thus ( ).afq ∈  It is clear from (4) that ( ) 0/=iXf∩  for all 

.κ<i  By this, Theorem 1 is proved. 
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2.2. Proof of Theorem 2 

Proof. Let K be as specified in Theorem 2. Let .ω<k  We shall 
construct an algebra kA  with the following properties. 

(i) .K∉kA  Moreover, there is an equation valid in ωRCA  that does 
not hold in .kA  

(ii) Every -k generated subalgebra of kA  is in K. 

Here -k generated means generated by k elements. Assume that 

=T  .n  Let ,,2 ω<≥ ⋅ mm nk  and let ω<iUi :  be a system of 
disjoint sets each of cardinality m. Let 

{ },: ω∈= iUU i∪  

{ },allfor: ω<∈∈=×∈ ω
ω< iUsUsUq iiii  

and let 

{ { } }.:: ω<≠ω<×∈= ω< iiii qziUzR  

Let A′  be the subalgebra of ( ) T∈
ω

ττsdc ,,, ijiUB  generated by R. 
Then R is an atom of .A′  Indeed, for any two sequences ,, Rzs ∈  there is 
a permutation UU →σ :  of U taking s to z and fixing R, i.e., zs =σo  
and { } σ∈σ= .:o RppR  fixes all the elements generated by R because 
the operations are permutation invariant. Thus, if Aa ′∈  and ,Ras ∩∈  
then aR ⊆  showing that R is an atom of .A′  We now split R into m 
atoms. Consider the group mZ  of integers modulo m. (Any finite abelian 
group with m elements will do.) For each ,ω<i  let mii ZUf →:  be a 
bijection such that ( ) .0=ii qf  For ,mj <  define 

{ ( ) }.:: jizfRzR iij =ω<∈= ∑  

Then { }10 ,, −mRR …  is a partition of R such that RR iji cc =  for all 

.ω<i  Let ”A  be the subalgebra of ( ) T∈ω<
ω

ττ ,,,,, jiijiU sdcB  

generated by .,, 10 −mRR …  Let 
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{ }.,: mjRj <∈σ= σ TsR  

Let 

   { }.,: R⊆′∈+= ∑ XAaXaH  

Clearly, ”AH ⊆  and H is closed under the Boolean operations. Also, 
because transformations considered are bijections, we have 

.andallfor, T∈σ<= σσ mjRR iji scsc  

Thus H is closed under .ic  Since σs  is additive and T is a semigroup both 

A′  and R  are closed under ,σs  so that H is closed under .σs  Finally, ijd  

.HA ⊆′∈  We have proved that ”.AH =  This implies that every 
element of R  is an atom of .A”  Now, we define our final algebra .kA  For 

any T∈σ  and ,mj ≤  let jXσ  be new elements different for different 

pairs ( )., jσ  Without loss of generality, we assume that .T∈Id  We write 

jX  for .IdjX  Let 

{ }.,: mjX j ≤∈σ= σ TH  

Let 

{ }.: T∈σ′= σRAt sAK  

We define 

T∈ω<−⋅+= ττ ,,,,,,,, jiijikk A sdcA  

to satisfy 

● −⋅+ ,,,kA  is a Boolean algebra with atoms H.K ∪  

● ω<−⋅+′ jiijiA ,,,,,, dc  is a subalgebra of the cylindric reduct of 

kA  (or kARdCA ). Also { }.: mjXR j ≤= ∑  

● All the non Boolean operations (with the exception of diagonal 
elements) are additive. 
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● ,, jj
UU

iji XXRX kk
σσσσ == τοτ

AA sscc  and .AA Uk ′=′ σσ  ssA  

We shall prove kARdCA  is not representable (this will imply that ∈/kA  

K ), but its k generated subalgebras are representable as K algebras. For 

,,, jiji ≠ω<  recall that ( ).xx iji
i
j ⋅= dcs  Let 

( ) .1
0

ij
mji

mi
mi

xx dccs −⋅= ∏∏
≤<≤

…τ  

Then ( ) .0==′ RτA  To see this, let 

( ) { { } }.:: ω<≠ω<∈= ωω
ii

q qziUzU  

Then 

( ),11
q

m
m

m UUUR ω
+ ××= ∩…… cc  

( ),101
0 qw

mmi UUUUUR ∩……… +×××=ccs  

( )...10
1

1
0 q

m
m

mi UUUR ω
+

+ ××= ∩…∩ ccs  

Then by ,0 mU ≤  there is no repitition free sequence in .0
1Um+  Thus as 

claimed ( ) .0==′ RτA  Then ( ) .0== Rk τA  Assume that kA  is 

represented somehow. Then, there is a homomorphism BA →kh :  

( ) ω<
ω

jiijiW ,,, dc  for some set W such that ( ) .0/≠Rh  By ( ) ,0/≠Rh  

there is some ( ).Rhs ∈  By ,0 iXR c≤  we have ( ) ( ),iXhRh ⊆  so there is 

a iw  such that ( ) ( )ii Xhws ∈0  for all .mi ≤  These iw ’s are distinct 

since the iX ’s are pairwise disjoint (they are distinct atoms) and so are 

the ( )iXh ’s. Consider the sequence 

.,,,,, 110 …… += mm swwwz  

We show that ( )( ).Rhz τ∈  Indeed, let ,,, jimji ≠≤  then ijz d−∈  by 

.ji ww ≠  Next, we show that ( ).1
0 Rhz mi ccs …∈  By definition, 
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( ) ( )RhXhsw ii ⊆∈…1,  so ( )Rhswww mmmi cc …… 111 ,,,, ∈+  

and thus ( ( )) ( ).1
0

100 RhRhz mimi ccsccdc ……∩ =∈  This contradicts 

that ( ) .0== Rk τA  

We now prove that every k generated subalgebra of kA  is isomorphic 

to a subalgebra of ”,A  hence is representable. 

Assume that ., kGAG k ≤⊆  We define the equivalence relation ≡  

on 1+m  as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ).iff gXgXGgji ji σσ ≤↔≤∈σ∀∈∀≡ ssT  

Define 

{ ( ) ( ) [ ]}.implyand,: aXaXjimjiAaB jik σσ ≤≤≡∈σ∀≤∀∈= ssT
We now show that B is closed under the operations of .kA  Let .kAb ∈  

Then for any ,T∈σ  there are sets 1+⊆σ mH  and there is Aa ′∈  

such that 0=⋅ σRa s  for all ,T∈σ  and 

{ }.,: σσ ∈∈σ+= ∑ HjXab T  

It is not difficult to check that BA ⊆′  and Bb ∈  iff for every σ∈σ H,T  

is a union of blocks of .≡  

This implies that B is closed under the Boolean operations. By jiXσc  

,ARi ′∈= σsc  we have Abi ′∈c  for all .Ab ∈  Also 

{ }.,:o σδσ ∈∈σ+= ∑ HjXab j Tττ ss  

Therefore B is closed under the operations. Let B  be the subalgebra of 

kA  with universe B. Clearly, .BG ⊆  We shall show that B  is isomorphic 

to a subalgebra of .A”  Let ( )pjE j <:  be the partition of 1+m  

corresponding to .≡  Then, there is a partition ( )pjGj <:  of m with the 

following property: 

.allfor1iff1 pjGE jj <>>  
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For any ,1+⊆ mH  define 

( ) { }.,: HEpkGH kk ⊆<=µ ∪  

We now define ”: AB →h  as follows. For Aa ′∈  and ( )T∈σσ :H  

with 1+⊆σ mH  for all ,T∈σ  

( { }) { ( )}.,:,: σσσσ µ∈∈σ+=∈∈σ+ ∑∑ HjRaHjXah jj TT s  

That is, 

     ( ) ( { }mjXbbh j ≤∈σ−= σ∑ ,: T  

        { ( ) [ ]}.,,,,: bXEiGjikR ikkj ≤∈∈∃∈σ+ σσ∑ Ts  

It is clear that h is one one, preserves the Boolean operations and is the 
identity on .A′  We check cylindrifications: 

( )( ) ( { { }mjXbbh jii ≤∈σ−= σ∑ ,: Tcc  

{ ( ) })bXEiGjikR ikkji ≤∈∈∃∈σ+ σσ∑ ,,,: Tsc  

( { } { })TT ∈σ+≤∈σ−= σσ ∑∑ :,: RmjXb ji sc  

.bic=  

It is not hard to check that ( ),bhb ii cc =  too. Substitutions are also easy 

to check. (They are Boolean endomorphisms.) For every k, we have 
constructed an algebra kA  such that ω∉ RCACA kARd  and the                             

k-generated subalgebras of kA  are in K. Assume that ∑  is a set of 

quantifier free formulas such that ∑  contains at most k variables and 
.∑=K  Then ,∑=kA  since every k-generated subalgebra of kA  is in K 

and the validity of ∑  in any algebra depends only on the validity of ∑  in 
the k-generated subalgebras. However, ,ω∉ RCACA kARd  hence ∑  does 
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not axiomatize .ωRCA  We now give a sequence ω<mem :  of stronger 

and stronger equations valid in ωRCA  such that any first order formula 

valid in K can only imply finitely many of these equations. These are 

( ( ).1
0

,,
00 ijmi

jimji
mj

mji
i

mi
m xxxxe dccsccc −⋅≤−⋅⋅= ∏∏∏

≠≤≤≠≤

……  

We have { }.: ω<=ω memRCA  Let kA  with nkm ⋅≤ 2  be the algebra 

constructed above with .0 mU =  Then me  is not valid in .kA  Therefore, 

∑  does not imply me  for all .km ≥  Let φ  be any first order formula 

valid in K. Then, by the compactness theorem, φ  follows from a finite set 

∑  of equation valid in K. It follows that φ  can imply only finitely many of 

the equations .me  

The following theorem is stated in [12] and [11] without proof. 

Theorem 3. There is a class K of algebras with a finitely 
axiomatizable equational theory satisfying (i) - (iii) below: 

(i) ,ω= PEASK Rd  that is, K consists of subreducts of polyadic 

equality algebras. 

(ii) ,ω= RCAKCARdS  that is, the class of representable cylindric 

algebras of dimension ω  coincides with the class of CA subreducts of K. 

(iii) HK is a finitely based variety. Here H is the operation of forming 
homomorphic images. 

Our Theorem 1 can be refined, more precisely, the postulates for G 
algebras can be polished, to prove that such a K satisfying (i) and (ii) 
exists. We do not know how to achieve (iii). Thus proving that such a K 
exists remains an open problem. This theorem is not proved in [12] nor in 
[11]. Finally, another open question is whether Theorem 2 generalizes 
when T is infinite. ■ 
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